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GOOD IS BETTER THAN EVIL BECAUSE IT IS NICER: 
SOCRATES' DEFENSE OF JUSTICE IN THE REPUBLIC 

T. F. lviORRIS 

In trus arcicle I argue that the Republic has a literary quality for which it is not 
generally given credit. There is a subtext that shows that, in order for Socrates to 

answer Glaucon's objections to the goodness of the just life, he must identify 
(1) something that is worse than pain and (2) something that is better than 
pleasure. I then show that the dialogue supplies answers to these two challenges. 

l. What is Better than Pleasure and What is Worse than Pain 

Gla¿con argues that those who think justice is merely a means to future ends 

are correct on the grounds that when we juxtapose a perfectly unjus t life with a 
perfectly just life ít is obvious that the unjust Iife is cby far the better of the two" 
(358c5-6). Fle pictures a just man being tortured andan unjust man living alife of 
luxury and security. If there were nothing worse than pain, then there would be 
nothing worse than the life of the just man who refuses to allow himself to care 
about how he appears to his torturers and therefore accepts being tortured. If 

there were nothing better than pleasure, then there would seem to be nothing 
better than the life of the man who is such a master of injustice that he can attain 
great luxury and security without ever appearing to be unjust (as long as he is 
healthy).1 On the other hand, if there were something worse to experience than 

1 1 take the Rr¡mblic's two proofs that intellectual pleasure is superior to bodily pleasure 
(580c-583a, 583b-588a) to be facetious. After having observed that a just man's true charactec 
might be unknown to heaven and to mankind (580c6-7), Socrates employs as a premise that is in 
contradiction with this: that the bcave and wise have experienced the pleasure of being honored 
by the many (582c5-7). And after observing that experience would be required to judge which 
life is the most pleasant (582a4-S), Soccates presents an argument that is in contradiction with 
this claim, for he does not refer to experience when he deduces that intellectual pleasure is ex
acdy 729 times more pleasant than bodily pleasure. Eid1er 1 have had no experience of intellec-
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pain, then it might make sense to rmdergo terrible torture for the sake of avoid
ing that even worse thing; and if there were something better to experience than 
pleasure, it might make sense to forego injustice in order to attain to that even 
better thing. 2 

I. realized that the. task confronting Socrates was that of finding something 
that 1S worse than pam and something that is better than pleasure only after I 
read Adeimantus' description of what the poets say about the just life. The re
ward they promise to people who have a good name with the gods is "a banquet 
~f the blest, where they sit for all time carousing with garlands on their heads, as 
1f ~e noblest reward for virtue were an etemity of intoxication" (363c5-d2). 
Adeunantus' formulation, "as if the noblest reward for virtue were " scemed to 
. ' 
tmply that the poets were limited in their ability to think of good rewards. He 
th~s seemed to be rajsing the possibility that, if the poets were more able, they 
rru~ht be able to envision a nobler reward for virtue than the pleasure of intoxi
catton. And then he goes on to say that, when the poets depict what is in store 
for the unjust, they merely recite "all those tortures which Glaucon described ... 
they can think of no others" (363d7-e3). The ostensible point of this second pas-

tual pleasure or intellectual pleasure is considerably less than that many times more pleasant than 
some it.ltensit:ies of sexual pleasure. Furtheonore, as Dorter observes, "It is odd that Socrates 
would tntroduc~ the subje~t of pleasure at all, since he was challenged to show only that just 
people are happter than un¡ust ones, not that they live more pleasantly, and Soccates is the Iast 
person to equate pleasure with happiness q,. 290). 

" 
2 Th~s ~anasu:ghe is incorrect when he claims that the problem is framed in such a way as 

to make 1t unposSible for Socrates to defend the good life in any positive way" (p. 10). 

. Bosanquet is unnecessarily Kantian when he claims, "The question 'why should I be moral?' 
tf referred to consequences outside morality, is of course self-contradictory'' (Í_:>.171). 

, Stauffer is incorrect whe n he . says tl~~t Glaucon is asking why justice is more important than 
one s own good (Í:>.126). Glaucon ts expltc,tly asking Socrates to explain why being just is in one's 
owngood. 

I.cwin (p. 24?), Geels q,. 454). and Mackenzie (Í:>p. 619-620) see Socrates' task as that of 
~~wmg.that the ¡ust manis ~appy even while he is being toctured. But Glaucon's position is that 
:; ts ob':'tous. th~t when one ¡u>..1:aposes the thoroughly just life with the thoroughly unjust Jife, 
,. the U~l¡ust hfe ts m~ch the b~tter of tl1e two" (358c5-6). Socrates is to meet chis challcnge by 
. sho:-'111? what each m and of ttself does to its possessor, whereby che unjust life is bad and the 
JU~t hfe ts good" (36_7b.3-:). Socrates would need to show that the just rnan is happy even while 
be111g torture~ only. tf tt ts presupposed d1at the just Iife involves notl1ing but torture. For that 
ma~r, even tf the ¡u.st man were tortured to death, there would still be the possibility tJ1at the 
afterltfe would make ttwocthwhile for the just manto accept torture. 

. Butler must be mistaken .when he suggests that the question of "'which life is happiest' is ul-
tlmately resolved by answer~ng tl1e question 'which life is most pleasant'" (Í:>.15). AJ1y finite 
~mount of pleasure ~ne recetves from being just can be offset by ratcheting up t11e pain of the 
¡ust man's torture. Pnchard makes a similar mistake (pp.176-177). 
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sage is that if even the poets cannot think of something wors~ than the pain of 
Glaucon's torture then Glaucon would seem to be correct: 1t would make no 
sense to choose to be the just person being tortured rather than the unjust per
son living a life of luxury and security.3 But the emphasis on the poets' inabi~ty 
again suggests that someone with more insight might be able to name something 
worse than pain. Plato does not actually say that Socrates' defense of the good

ness of justice requires that he find something better than pleasure and some
thing worse than pain, but it seems clear that he has purposely left these clu~s t? 
show us that that is what is required of Socrates. I t is surely not a mere comct

dence that the ideas in one set of passages sho\VS how to resolve the problem 

raised in the other se t. 
What injustice causes that is worse than pain is eventually shown to be t~e 

making of one's life so that it is not worth living (445a5-b4). ~ould y~u be Wlll
ing to endure great pain, if the alternative were living a meanmgless life? I s~p
pose that 1 might break clown if the pain were great enough, ~ut I would cer~nly 
be willing to experience, say, the pain of hitting my thumb Wlth a hammer, tf the 

altemative were living a meaningless life. I want my life to be meaningful. 

Socrates also addresses the other half of the problem: he describes a happi
ness that is in contrast with u a happiness like that of a party of peasants feasting 
ata fair" (421b1-3)-and thus also in contrast to the eternity of intoxication that 
was all that the poets could promise to those who appear to the gods to be good 
(363c5-d2). Socrates' happiness--the most happiness of which the guardians> 
nature can partake (421b5)-is for the guardians uto make themselves masters 
each of his oWr1 craft" (421c1-5). 4 Even though the good of the state will require 
them to severely limit their material possessions, uit would not surprise us if the 

:; Rosen is mistaken in holding that Adeimantus is he re ccit:icizing the. poets b~cause _cl~ey 
make a powerful contribution to the corruption of tl1e 1~1an.y (p. 67). Adeunantus ts exphcttly 
supporting Glaucon's position, that people do not value ¡usttce apact from th.e future states to 
which it gives rise (362d2-S), by arguing that they have been taught from chtldhood (by poets 
and othecs) to value justice foc the sake of its futuce consequences. 

4 Mohr sees that "a Platonic happiness is something quite close to what we would call job 

satisfaction or a sense of actualizing ourselves through work" (p. 131). 

Prichard q,. 179) and Schipper (p. 73) tl1ink that happiness is attained through des~rin~ to 
serve the good of the state. But other ways of secving the good of the state would not g¡ve ¡ust 
people this specific happiness. It is not serving the good of the state, pec se, that makes them 
happy; it just so happens that, in making d1emselves masters of d1e craft that comes naturally to 

them, these people will also be serving the good of the state. 
Missing this passage, Reeve thinks that d1e guardians' happiness consists in such nega~ve 

traits as not having lawsuits oc assaults, etc., and also in engaging in outdoor sports, and bemg 
able to rely on such a state continuing (Philosoplm-lVngs, p. 185). 
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men living in this way prove to be most happy" (420b4-5).5 This "most happi
ness" would have to be the happiness that Plato thinks comes from justice
otherwise there would be something wh.ich he would have to say would be more 
valuable than justice and for the sake of which therefore one should be willing to 
forego being just (that is, unless the negative effects of injustice were so great that 
they outweighed the positive benefits of this new thing). 

Their great happiness is not a matter of merely practicing the craft for which 
they are fitted; it is making themselves "masters each of their own craft." But 
would such mastery really be better than pleasure?6 Who is happier: ivlichelangelo 
worlcing on a statue or people who are so high on drugs that their eyes are glazed 
over? While Michelangelo is, no doubt, experiencing pleasure, it would not be as 
much pleasure as a person extremely high on heroin. But we are bei.ng too easy 
on Plato in using the example of a great artist; let us merely use the example of 
someone whose natural occupation is that of repairing cars. And, furthermore, 
let us say that it is possible to experience even more pleasure than that of heroin 
by having a certain area of one's brain stimulated by electrodes. I was once told 
of someone who had had such an experience and who had described it as being 
"as if all the bells of heaven were ringing." Would that not be better than work
ing on cars? I think not, for does it not seem that, after a while, someone experi
encing these bells of heaven would want to stop having their brai.n stimulated, 
leave the hospital, and do something? Thanks; it has been a great vacation, but I 
do not want to be here for the rest of my life. That is the reason why people do 
not want to be junkies. Junkies surely experience pleasure, but they lose their abil
ity to be humanly responsive to what is around them. There is something better 
than pleasure, and that has to do with interacting with the world in a human way. 
Of course there are other types of human responsiveness besides that of doing 
one's job masterfully. There are feasting with one's children, singing hymns to 
the gods, and begetting offspring (372b5-c1), but Plato evidently thinks that ful
filling ourselves through mastery in our natural work is both a necessary condi
tion and a sufficient condition for the most happiness we can experience. 

5 Nichols (p. 86) and Bloom (p. 370) are mistaken in thinking that Plato implies that the 
guardians are not happy. 

Newell is m.istaken when he writes that one of the germs of Platds political philosophy is 
"the hypothesis that the fullest human satisfaction can only come to sight by way of convention" 
(p. 110). We can have the most happiness, if we mecely master the job that comes naturally to us. 

6 Strauss mistakes pleasure for happiness when he concludes, from 583a's (surely facetious) 
claim that philosophy is the most pleasant work, that "only in philosophy do justice and happi
ness coincide" (p. 59). 
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Thus a defense of justice would explain how a just life would enable one to 
avoid living a meaningless life and also how it would enable one to become a 
master of the job that comes naturally to one. But, before we see how Plato ac
complishes these explanations, we shall first consider Glaucon's challenge to 

Socrates in greater detail. 

11. Glaucon's Examples of the Types ofObjects ofDesire 

In Book 1 Socrates defends justice as a means to future, b~nefi.cial circum-

For example if one is JU. st then one will have the practtcal advantage of 
stances. , · · b · 
having the gods be on one's si~e (~52a5-b2). The really go~d .thing here 15 em; 
aligned with the gods, and justtce 1s merely a means to brmgmg about that pa 
ticular future state of affairs. But a means to future goods can also be valu~d f~r 
its immediate effects. At the beginning of Book 2 Glaucon wants to know tf thts 

is true of justice. 
He lists three possibilities. There is a problem with the examples he uses for 

one ofthem. 
(1) Such things as joy and harmless pleasures are valued merely for their 

immediate effects, even though they do not lead to any further conse-

\uences in the future (el<; TOV Érrena xpóvov)(357b7-8).7 

• 

· · 'd F (p 386) 1 s often confused Glaucon's dis-
7 The secondary lireratuce begtnmng wt 1 oster . , 1a . f . 

tinction with the distinction b~tween 'a means toan end' and 'an end in itselP. T;.s ~~n.u~101~ 
F (p 386) and Irwin (pp 213-214) to hold that Socrat.es does not succee m ts ¡o o 

causes ost.er . . tal od. f. tice But, if Glaucon were asking whether or not 
defending the nonmstrumen go ness o ¡us . d 'b . 
· · d · · lf th 1 Socrat.es' job would not be what Adeimantus escn es tt as 
JUStlce were an en m ttse , et . . . . lf d b ' ts ssessor whereby the 
be· 1 "to show what injustice and JUStlce each 111 and of ttse oes o t po . • . 

11 g. b d d th · ¡·e · good" (367b3 S) If 1 value justice for what 1t does ro 1ts pos-
un¡' ust Ji fe is a an e ¡ust He ts - · . . 

th I al 
· ro an end But 1 can still value it for what it bongs to me unme-

sessor en v ue tt as a means · f . · tru tal 
d

. ately, regardless of what future ctrcumstances arise, rather than for the sake o Wltts t~1s bmen -
1 ) { ' . • 10 xpóvov) (As 1tt.e o serves, 

¡ in brin 'ng about those future circumstances ,ti~ TOV ETTtl · .. 
ty gt ¡ ak ground jf we hold simt~J.. because he uses a phrase tradttlonally trans
"We are on extreme y we , "T:/ . . . h. h . to ex-
lated as fgood for its own sake], that the notion he has tn rnmd tS d1e one w IC we use tt 

press" 

fp. 410].) b . d' ce 1g 
L ak ti 

,
11
·stake but then corcectly adds: "The mosto vtous Hterence amot 

utz 111 es 1e srune t. , . ¡ · d · ¡ 
· L- that ti1e goods in the first two categories are en1oyab e mune tate y, 

the categooes seems to ve tl b · ...;• (p 573) 
while those in the tJ1ird caregory ace enjoyed only for what they sub sequen Y on& . · · . 

S chs (p 41) lfollowed by \Vhite fp. 420], Hyland fp. 38], and Reeve lf>hi~sopber-IGn?s, 
a · \: ' tl tl d' · · b tw n what follows wttll necesstty 

29ff]) thinks that Plato is concerned Wt 1 1e tstlnc1Jon e ee . 
~d wh~t follows contingently. But necessary consequences (for example, deatll followmg upon 
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(2) There are things valued both for their immediate effects and for sake 

of the future consequences to which they give rise. These are things 

such as '1mowledge and seeing and health" (357c2-3). 

(3) There are burdensome things that we value only for the sake of the fu

ture consequences to which they give rise. This class includes «physical 

training, medica! treatment, and making one's money as a doctor or 

otherwise" (357c5-7). 

The problem has to do with Glaucon's examples of the third type of object. 

While there is a pink medicine that my children enjoyed taking, and while I once 
knew someone who was very enthusiastic about the possibility of sexual therapy, 

it is not fair to use such modern medica! treatments as counterexamples to 

Glaucon's claim that medical treatment is merely a means to a future good. As 

for physical training, I do not think anyone actually enjoys doing push-ups-after 

one has finished doing the last push-up of which one is capable one is certainly 

glad that the pushups are over. But is it really true that no one enjoys his or her 

means of making a living? For example, rich people sometimes have hobbies, 
activities that they enjoy doing even though no one pays them to do thern. Is it 

false that no one has ever made their living by doing what they would be doing as 
a hobby if they were rich? Does George Bemard Shaws dictum «Happy is the 

man who can make a living by bis hobby" (Pygma!i011 act 1, line 111) apply to no 

one? Did not Picasso still enjoy painting pictures after he was rich? Sorne people 

enjoy repairing cars. I know that I often enjoy teaching a class. (Indeed, all other 

things being equal, would not poor people doing what they love to do forty 

hours a week have a better life than, say, highly paid lawyers who do not like do

ing their job? If you do not like your job, then you need to buy that BMW to 

make up for the fact that you have not been happy all week long. But if you love 

what you have been doing, you would not fe el such a need) Perhaps Plato 

merely wrote this passage carelessly, or perhaps he is a great writer and has sorne 

purpose in drawing our attention to the fact that sometimes people find that do
ing their work makes them happy. (fhis is also an issue at 346e7-347a3 where 

Socrates claims that no one would rule a country without also being paid wages 

the taking of poison) can still be in the future, and Glaucon is explicitly t:alking about things 
which are valued without regard to their future consequences. There is the same problem with 
the view ofD orter (p. 57), Devereux (p. 277), and Mitchell & Lucas (p. 21) that the distinction is 
between what is intónsic and what is extrinsic. 
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(346e7-347a3), for no one would employ an art ~at merely benefits others unless 

they could derive sorne personal benefit frorn domg so.) . . 

In any case, in order to defend justice Socrates must_ show that JUSbce has an 

immediate effect upon the soul that is desirable even if no future e~ds are ~t
tained to, and that injustice has an inunediate effect upon ~e soul that 1s ~des.tr
able even if future desirable ends are attained to. Thus he will attempt an m~1.11ry 
as to the relation of pure justice and pure injustice in respect of ~e happmess 

and unhappiness of the possessor" (54Sa6-8). He needs to constder both the 

good effects of justice and the bad effects of injustice, because th~ m~re ~act that 
justice gives sometlúng better than pleasure does_ not show th~t JUShce ts bett~r 
to experience than injustice. It might still be pos~tble f~r the unJUSt manto ~ttam 
to that thing (e.g., an unjust natural musician. mt~t still.have the oppo~~ruty t~ 
play music masterfully), and thus the unjust life rrught still ~e the s~penor, and _tt 
also might be possible that the badness of th~ just man s expenence of pam 
would outweigh the goodness of the thing that tS better than pleasure, and thus 

again the just life might still be the inferior.
8 

111. The Ring of Gyges 

Glaucon explained to Socrates that he would play the devil's advocate and 

make the case that justice is one of those burdensome things that are not :alued 

for their imme~te effects. One of the ways he did so was to use the rmg of 

G 
s-a ring that can make its wearer invisible-to argue that people do not yge . . . . 

really value jystice apart from the future states to whtch tt gtve~ n~e. . 

He supplied rnany details about the initial discovery of thts rmg. If Plato 1S a 

good writer, these details ought to have. sorne significance. A great storm and an 

earthquake were occurring at the same ttme. A chasm opened up. 

· th 1 d w am.ong other wonders of Gyges' ancestor went do\vn mto e e 1asm an sa , . . . . 
which the story tells, a bronze horse, hollow, with windows m 1ts std~s. Peenng 

in, he saw a dead body, which seem.ed to be of more than human s~ze. It was 
naked save for a gold ring, which he took from its finger and made his way out. 

(359d3-e1) 

First of all, what are we to make of the hollow horse? It wo~d seem to be _an 

allusion to the Trojan horse. What would be the point of alluding to the TroJan 

8 Reeve ¡5 mistaken in thinking that d1e issue is whethec justic.e _itse_lf (! .. e., wi~out regard: 
its necessary consequences, according to Reeve) is better than 111JU.s~ce .ttself_ e Socca~~) tu e 

Ap 11 · ;¡>> p 30) The issue is whetl1er justice itself is bettec than m¡ustlce 1VIIh all the u re o o111an. . . . . . . 
consequences that Thcasymachus, Glaucon, and Adeimantus attnbute to tn¡ustlce. 
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horse immediately before Gyges' ancestor makes a discoverv that would make 
' 

one's heart leap for joy? The point would be that perhaps this ring is a Trojan 
horse; perhaps it will not tum out to be so good for Gyges' ancestor after all.9 

(Perhaps it will even destroy his soul and make his life not worth living.) 

Secondly, the ring is found on a dead body. While the previous owner of the 
ring might have had his fun for a while, it evidently did not solve all of his prob

lems: he is now a disgusting dead body. (I hope Gyges' ancestor wiped the ring 
off before he put it on.) 10 That part of us that would leap for joy at possessing 
the ring of Gyges has a lirnited perspective. If we had the big picture and realized 
that we too shall eventually die, we would not see the ring as establishing our 
happiness. (This would also be the significance of the fact that the story is about 
Gyges' ancestor, rather than about Gyges: we think of him as already being 

dead) 

Thirdly, it would seem that the ring had an effect upon its previous owner, 

for the dead body is now larger than a normal human body.11 Perhaps being able 
to get whatever one desires might have a negative side effect upon the wearer of 
the ring. (Perhaps it would even corrupt h.is soul to the point where his life would 
no longer be worth living.) 

Glaucon made a very strong point when he argued that, if so-called just peo
ple were to have the opportunity, they would also use the ring to get what they 
want: "No one would be so adamantine as to stand fast in doing what is just'' 

(360b4-5). If you think you would be able to stand fast, then you must also think 
that yo u would never give in to any temptation, for the ring would offer you the 
sweetest, most luscious temptation of which you could possibly think. If you 
have ever given in to temptation, Glaucon could say to you, "Y ou gave in to that 
temptat~on, and now you expect us to believe that you will not give in to the 
temptattons offered by the ring?"12 It does seem impossible. But, when Socrates 

9 H owland see~ th~t this_ i~ reminiscent ~f the Trojan horse, but he takes the point to be that 
the power of the ang 1s pohocally destrucove (!he &public, pp.81-82). This must be incorrect, 
f~r, otl1er tl1an tl1e fact that Gyges replaces the old king, there is no political destruction: the 
kmgdom merely has a new king. Ophir makes a similar mistake (p.22). 

. . 1~ H~~land's v_iew that th~ grave ro~bing shows that Gyge.Js ancestor had vigor in pursuing 
lllJUStlCe e Storytellmg and Phtlosophy 111 Plato's Republic, p. 272) is incorrect Gyges' ancestor 
does not even exhibir ~e vigor of a grave robber, for he doesn't even have to dig up the dead 
body. All he has to do ts stoop clown and remove the ring from the hand of the cor.pse. 

11 1 · "fj · e . see no ¡ustt teaoon 10r Howland's view tl1at "the corpse's hugeness suggests complete 
erooc fulfillment" (!he Repub/ic, p.82). 

12 I . h . rwm argues t at because use of the nng upsets the systern of justice which benefits me 
"1 appar?t1tly have good reason to cefuse Gyges' ring" (Piato's Mora/Theory, p.186). But the justic: 
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ll 
"I am afraid to corrunit a sin by holding aloof while I have breath 

eventua y says, . . , · · di · 
and strength to say a word in the defense of JUStlce, (3?8b 7-c2) he 1~ m ca~g 
that at least he himself would not forsake justice, even 1f he were bemg ternbly 

tortured.13 

In order to be faithful to justice while being tortured, Socrates woul~ have to 
have sorne understanding of what is so good about justice or of what tS s_o b_ad 

about injustice. For example, merely thinking that it is a sin no~ to defend JUStlce 
would not be enough to prevent one from using the ring. But, tf, for ex~ple~ he 

did better than Adam in the Garden of Eden and actually kept God _m ~d, 
then he could abstain from temptation because he did not want to disappomt 
God With the parameters in Glaucon's example, he would nee~ to hol~ before 
his mind's eye either the thing that is better than justice or the thmg that 1S worse 

thanp~. . 
Glaucon next imagines something equivalent to having the nng of Gyges: 

'We must endow a man with the full complement of injustice;_ ~ must allow 
him to have secured a spodess reputation for virtue while comm1ttm~ the b~ck
est of crimes" (361a5-b1). The great thing about the ring of Gyges 1S that ~t _al

lows one to do injustice a d not be blamed, but there are other ways o_f ~~01ding 
blame: one might be so clev that one can be ~oroughly unjust ~nd ~,oll defend 
oneself with convincing eloquence if one's m1sdeeds come to light (361b2-3). 
This would be just as effective as the ring of Gyges.14 For example, sorne people 

that is established by Glaucon's social contcact theory only benefits "those who have n_ot ~e 
ower to seize \he advantage of doing injustice and the power to ~sc~~e the hartn of havmg 111-

fustice done to them" (358e6-359al). W1th a ring that makes one uwLslble one would have both 

of these powers. . . 
D orter is mistaken in thinking that the story of Gyge<l ring ts say1~1g that power corrupts 

(p. 2?0). The power given by the ring merely makes evident that one dtd not really care about 

justice in the first place. . . 
13 Taylor begs the question when he wcites, ''We all know that ~ere ts no human vtrtue 

which would not be deteriorated by confidence of inununity from detecllon" (p.270). Plato, after 

al\, consistently presents Socrates as Mr. Perfect. . 
Tenkku does not see tl1e strength of Glaucon's position wheli he suggests the c~unterexam-

le of a devoted patriot who acts "justly and nobly even in ~ecret" _(p.127)· Glaucon 1s not deny
fng that people sometimes refrain from giving in to temptaoon; he 1s saymg tl1at, when the temp-

tation is unlimited, people will give in. . 
14 1 do not see why Bernardete thinks that only the unjust person who 1:ever makes nustakes 

is equivalent to Gyges (p.38). Gyges' ancestor could certainly still make nustakes, e.g., he could 
mistake the maid-in-waiting for the queen. But the ring makes it so that_ no one can_ see that he 
has done something unjust. Similady, the great ability of the perfectly un¡ust p_erson ts that, even 
jf he makes 

1
nistakes and tl1us his "misdeeds come to light" (361b3), he can sllll persuade people 

to think he is just 
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are so dever that they can steal the White House furniture, get caught, say they 
thought the pieces of furniture were gifts to them personally, and not have it af
fect how large an honorarium they receive when they speak. 

And then Socrates is presented with the choice we discussed above: would 
you rather have a life like that of such a president, or would you prefer to be a 
truly just person-i.e., someone who cares about being just, rather than about 
appearing to be just (361b8-9)-and who, because he appears to others to be 
hideously evil, is tortured in a terrible way?1S 

IV. Injustice Can Make Your Life Not Worth Living 

At the end of Book IV Socrates implic.itly addresses the issue of the master 
of injustice who is clever enough to get away with injustice and still be thought to 
be just even after his m.isdeed has come to light. Such a one would have luxury 
and wealth and power, but: 

People think that all the luxury and wealth and power in the world ca.nnot make 
lífe worth living when the bodily constitution is going to rack and ruin; and are 

Irwin (following Grote) is místaken ín thinking that Glaucon is arguing that, because justice 
is regarded by people as merely an instmmental good, they therefore value the appearance of 
justice over the reality (Phto's Ethics, p.182). It is cleady the other way around; Glaucon's point is 
that, because people value the appearance of justice over the reality, justice is regarded by people 
merely as instrumental to future goods. Whether oc not justice is merely instrumental to future 
goods is the explicit issue with which Glaucon is concerned. 

Fussi is mistaken when she claims that we are not told what people really think of the master 
of injustice (p. 60). If he can defend himself with co11vincing eloquence, then his audience would 
be convinced that he is innocent 

15 Bemardete thinks Socrates is he re referring to the torture of the merely so-called just per
son, who would make use of the ring of Gyges (p.38), but Glaucon differentiates the torture vic
tim from the so-called just person when he says that this victim would cace about being good 
rather than about appearing to be good (361b5-8). The so-called just person merely caces about 
appearing to be just TI1at is why he would use the óng: it allows him to avoid appearing unjust 
even as he garners the fruits of injustice. 

Howland feels that this is unfair to the just person: "lt would be fairer and more reasonable 
to give him a neutral reputation" ~'Storytelling and Philosophy in Plato's Rep11bóc," p. 222n). This 
is correct, for Glaucon explains that his reason of stripping the just man of the appearance of 
being just is mere! y that otherwise "we cannot be sure whether he is just for the sake of justice or 
for the sake of the gifts and honors that come from being esteemed just'' (361b8-c1). However 
the reputation for injustice is needed to set up t:he contrast that poses the basic problem of the 
Repllblic. If the just man were living in bourgeois comfort, it would not be so clear that there must 
be something very good about being just in arder to make the just life an end-in-itself. But if I 
an1 going to refrain from giving up my concem for justice and continue to refuse to cace about 
what my torturers thinks of me, I need to think either d1at there is something very good about 
justice or that there is som7.thing very bad about injustice. 
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we to believe that, when the very principie whereby we live is dera.nged and cor

ropted, life will be worth living so long as a man can do as he will, and wills to 
do anything rather than to free himself from vice and wrongdoing and to win 
justice and virtue? (44Sa6-b3) 

The answer to this question is not as obvious as Socrates and Glaucon take it to 
be. Surely many people who are caught up in vice would reply to Socrates by say
ing that having the principie whereby one lives deranged is not as bad as having a 

ruined body. They might well think of their particular vice as being a lot of fun
so what if I am deranged? (V/e all pursue that which we think to be good [SOSe].) 
The appropriate response from them would be to ask Socrates (1) what he 
means by ccthe principie by which they live being deranged and corruptecL» and 
to ask him (2) why that principle's derangement and corruption should make 

their lives not worth living.16 

The answer the text gives to the first of these two questions is that the appe
tites are by nature insatiably covetous\ by battening on bodily pleasures they can 
become so great and powerful that they usurp dominion (442a7-442b2). Exactly 

' how this takes place is described at 48596-8: "We surely know that when a man's 
desires set strongly in one direction, inA~very other channel they flow more fee
bly, Iike a stream diverted into another bed "17 The more we desire something, 
the greater the predisposition we build up to desire that sort of thing again. We 

will therefore have a lesser predisposition to care about other things. With time 
we can become almost entirely given over to that sort of desire-the other chan
nels flowing extremely feebly. 18 For example, when Charles Dickens' Scrooge was 

~ 

16 Kochin is mistaken when he claims, "Socrates' conception of justice-which is psychic 
health-is almost self-evidently in one's own best interest'' (p.35). It is not obvious that avoiding 

terrible torture is not worth giving up some degree of psychic health. 

17 Scott thinks that, because the superficial issues in the vicinity of 48Sd only deal with jus
tice in a perfunctory way, Plato could not "be described as actually revisiting the conclusion of 
Book IV to support it further" (pp.8-9). But we should not presuppose a limitation to Plato's 
artistty a priari. Foc example, the passage that pointed out that the poets cannot think of a better 
rewatd for virtue than an eternity of intoxication was not superficially dealing with the fact that 
Socrates needs to find something better tlum pleasure in arder to answer Glaucon. 

18 Kraut writes, "Plato's idea is d1at if these features [being able to seduce anyone or kili 
anyone] of injustice capture its subrational appeal, then it is fair to describe the paradigm of in
justice as someone whose sexual appetites and murderous tendencies are extreme" (p.326). But 
the mere fact that Gyges happened to give in to sexual temptation does not mean that this is 
charactecistic of the unjust person. The channelization of the soul can be caused by any appe
tite-it does not need to be specifically sexual oc murderous. (Kraut also holds that frustration is 
charactecistic of the tyrant fp. 326], but wid1 the ring of Gyges one's desires would not be frus

tcated.) 
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a yonng person he had a nwnber of interests> but as he carne to care more and 
more about money, a1l of these other interests were no Ionger important to him. 

But, again, what ~s so bad about becoming fJXated upon one thing? Why 
should that make my hfe not worth living? 

Socrates presents an extremely similar argument in the Crito: 

1. There is someclllng within us which we used to say is bencfited by jus

tice and destroyed by injustice (Crito 47d3-5).19 

2. Crito (not Socrates) takes the stand that life is not worth living when the 

body is ruined (Crito 47e3-5). 

3. That within us that is benefited by justice and destroyed by injustice is 

much more important than the body (Crito 47e7-48a1). 

4. Life is not worth living with that part of us destroyed that is benefited 

by justice and destroyed by injustice (Crito 47e6-7). 

The .only real diff~rence be~en this argument and the argument in Repub/ic 
~~ok. 4 IS that the Cnto does not mdicate how justice benefits the soul and how 

m~stJce destr.oys the soul (apart from saying that misdirected passion makes 
things more difficult to deal with (46b1-3D. 

Those who would d~fend a life given over to v:ice could still disagree with 
Socrates and say that thett souls are not more important than the · b di w' 

d · · . tt o es. we 
nee an mdicatlOn of why Socrates takes the soul to be so valuable. 

Geels sees the dope addict as exemplifYing what Plato is talking about and ob¡'ects ti
1
at 

"such a pe b l"ttl ·r · · ' 
4 

cson ears 1 . e, 1 atl~, ~urulaoty to Glaucon's description of the petfect!y unjust matl" 
(p. 57). But psycholog¡cal add1ct:Jons can sometimes be more subtle tl1ru1 dope adc:Jjction. For 
exru:lple, S~rates ~ks .of people d1e keen vision of whose little souls is forcibly enlisted in th 
servtce of evtl ru1d ts qutck to ¿· th tl · th · e 

. . ISCecn e 1mgs atare 111 those people's interests (519al-6). 
Parcy ts n11staken in thinking that reason rules the appetites by persuading them as to the 

b~dn~s~ 0 : ~ong-~011 c?nsequences (p.114). Appetites would be kept in their place by the indi
vt u . ,estrtng o er thm~ ru1d thus limiting the amount of passion (water) that flows clown an 
a~pet!kte s chrulnels. Appet!tes do not pass judgment; Percy has been lead into making a category 
n11sta e. 

19 Blyth w 'te "It. · 1 · 
. 

0 
s ts certam Y notan unmortal soul if it cru1 be destroyed by injustice" (p 64) 

But thcre 1s more tl1an one possible meaning of destruction. Foc example the peopl ¡ . · 
exduded from consideration at Apology 28b6-8 r'~<"ople who are t'ot good e ti 1 e w 1thO. are 

· h h d . ' r- • 10r 1e east 111g, 
n~g t ave one somethmg to their souls tl1at prevents them from being able to perform with 
vtrtue. 

rr ~astos .sees that what makes life not worth living, for Socrates is the fotfeiture of v· rtu 
,Jocraftc Studru, p. 72). 1 ' 1 e 
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Socrates reveals what is important to him-in a passage which is therefore 

very significant, even if it:s context makes it seem insignificant-when he explains 

hís own motivation to Crito: it would be disharmonious for him, at his age, to be 

disturbed because he must now die (Crito 43b10-11). He does not want to be out 

of harmony with his situation. People who are given over to vice lose the ability 

to be humanly responsive; they have built up such deep channels within their 

souls toward the objects of their vice that they are forced to respond mechani

cally and desire that sort of object yet again. Y ou do not want to be out of it, do 

you? Y ou do not want it to be appropriate for a Hamlet to come up to you and 
say: 'crlave you eyes?" (Htm1fet 3.4.65). Well then, you had better be careful of the 

channels that you are developing in your soul. If you are Ietting yourself care 

about something more than you care about doing what is just, you are in danger 

of gradually becoming so devoted to that thing that you make yourself into an 

Wlresponsive person. This lack o f responsiveness would be why hav:ing a ruined 
soul make one's life not worth living. Thoreau observes, "I wished ... not, when 

I carne to die, [to] discover that I had not lived,"20 and Socrates has a similar de
sire to Iive. Neither of them wants to be out of it. 

V. J ustice as Doing the Job that Comes N aturally 

Socrates seems rather coy when, near the end of Book IV, he elliptically de

scribes what it means for someone to be just: "A man will be just by observing 

the principie we have so often stated" ( 442d4-5). What principie that might be 
seems to be ma9e clear by the formulation at 433a1-6: 

You remember how, when we first began to establish our commonwealth and 

several times since, we have laid down, as a universal principie, that everyone 

ought to perform the one function in the community for which their nature best 

suits them. Well I believe that that principie, or sorne form of it, is justice. 

These two formulations would seem to be referring to the same principie, 

because (1) in both formulations Socrates refers to having mentioned the princi

pie a number of times, and (2) because both principies are meant to indicate the 
meaning of justice. Thus, in the words of 433e12-434a1, justice is the having and 

doing of one's own; it is performing the function for which one's nature best fits 

one. 21 The second of these two similarities can be called into question because at 

20 Thoreau, p. 343. 
21 Irwin holds iliat "really doing our own wock is concerned with good order in the soul, be

cause that good order is most appropriate for us" (flatos Moro/Theory, p. 209), rather than being 
concerned with doing a particular kind of vocation. (Parry similady holds that the awareness that 
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433a1-6 the principie is what makes the state just, while at 442d4-5 the principie is 
what makes an individual just. But this difficulty is resolved by realizing that this 

second passage is saying that just individuals make the state just: the state is just 
th.rough having its citizens perform the function for which their nature best suits 
them. 22 When the individuals within the state are experiencing the happiness of 
performing their natural craft with mastery (421c1-5), there would be no reason 

for the state to be unjust either in its dealing with other states or in its dealings 
with its o-wn citizens; the individual citi2ens merely want to perform their craft, 

for that is what the channels they have developed in their souls cause them to 
desire. Por example, they would not have the desires for luxuries that are the 
cause of war (373e4-7, Phaedo 66c8-d1). 

Thus individual people being just would mean that they have the happiness 

that Socrates explicitly contrasted with the happiness of a party of peasants feast
ing at a fair (421b1-3)-i.e., the happiness that is superior to the pleasure of in
toxication-by allowing them to become masters of the craft that comes natu

rally to them. And thus justice would give a greater happiness than that of the 
unjust person who is clever enough to get away with injustice. 

But what in the text can we turn to, if poor Howard Hughes still insists that 
the pleasure of getting high is better than doing one's natural job? lt would be 
the elitism implicit in "a party of peasants feasting at a fair." Let us say that all 
these drunken peasants are having an uproarious time laughing at The Three 
Stooges. There must be something better than that in life! And, of course, there 
is. Human beings are capable of a higher leve! of interaction. It is better to be 

one is ordering one's soul well is the happiness that justice brings [p.109].) But Plato is explaining 
the meaning of the doing one's own that is justice when he says, "It really was a sort of adumbra
tion of justice, this principie that it is right for the cobbler by nature to cobble and occupy him
self with nothing else, and the cacpenter to pmcticc cacpentry, and similady all othcrs'' (443c4-7). 
He is cleacly referring to specific vocations. It just so happens that one's soul will be well-ordercd 
when one conccntrates on one's pcoper occupation, foc one's od1er appetites will then be held 
more oc less in abeyance~ne will have developed a deep channel in one's soul foc doing one's 
natural occupation. 

Allen offcrs no support foc thc claim d1at doing what is his own genecally includes acknowl
edging "the ordinacy moral rules of the social ocde e to which he belongs" (p. xix). 

22 Vlastos sees this (Piatonic St11dies_ pp.123-4). But he then writes, ''Why is it thcn that Plato 
does not accept the [doing one's own] fom1ula as an altemative definítion of the justice of the 
individual, coocdinate with, and complementary to, the psychological definition?'' (p.125). He 
seems to be unaware of 442d4-5 where, as we have secn, Plato does accept doing one's natural 
function as a definition of justice in the individual. 

Carmola sees that d1e city is just thcough each individual doing what is appcopriatc to his or 
her nature (p. 52). 1, 
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fully human than it is to be a drunken peasant, as it is better to be fully human 

than it is to be a drunken pig. 
On the other hand it is not obvious that there is something inferior to the 

life of Annie Smith, who really enjoys her work as a housekeeper. 23 While one 

might abstractly prefer to write music like .tv1ozart rather then clean hotel roo~s 
like Annie Smith, if her nature finds fulfillment in being a housekeeper, she will 

have greater happiness cleaning hotel rooms than pursuing a career in comp~s~g 
music. We have seen that what makes a life not worth living for Socrates 1s 1ts 

Iack of responsiveness, and now we see that the just life is the most responsive. 
Socrates wants to be in hannony with his circumstances, and now we see that for 

Socrates the highest harmony is that of masterful interaction with that with 

which it comes naturally to one to interact. 

Plato indicates the job that comes naturally to him personally, the job the 
mastery of which gives him happiness greater than that of a peasant feasting at a 

fa.ir, when he writes: 

The writer will sow his seed in liternry gnrdens, nnd write when he does write by 

wny of pnstime, collecting n store of refreshment both for his own memory, 

against the day "when age oblivious comes," nnd for all such as t1-ead in his foot

steps, nnd he wil1 take pleasure in watching them send forth tender shoots. And 

when other men resort to other pastimes, regaling themselves with drinking par

ties and suchlike, he will doubdess prefer to indulge in the recreation to which I 
refer. (Phaedrns 276d1-8) 

At least Plato prefers making riddles to the pleasure of intoxication . 
• 

VI. Reconciling the Two Understandings ofJustice 

Socrates also says that justice is having the natural relationships of controlling 

and being controlled within the soul (444c7-11). We need to reconcile this with 

the understanding of justice that we have developed thus far. 

As we have seen, sorne form of the principie that everyone ought to perform 
the one function in the community for which their nature best suits them is jus

tice in the individual (433a1-6). When the rulers of the state assign people to their 

natural jobs, they are in accordance with this principie. Robert Hall mistakes a 
sufficient condition for a necessary condition when he concludes that an ordinary 
person can acquire virtues «only if he is living within the right kind of society, 
that ruled by the philosopher."24 Perhaps there is another way in which someone 

23 See Wee, passim. 
24 Hall, p. 36. 
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can be led ~to the w~rk that comes naturally to them. If the natural relationships 

of c~ntrolling and bemg controlled within the soul could also lead one into doing 

the JOb that comes naturally to one, then the two understandings of justice would 

be equivalent for practica! pmposes. Indeed, if one were just in the sense of be

ing natural in the control of one's appetites, one would also be just in the sense of 

be~ng natural i~ choosmg one's job. With no channels built up toward competing 

obJects of destre, one would be free to follow one's natural bent. E ven if there is 

no one to assign me to my natural job, I could still be drawn to it by acting natu
rally. 

While doing what comes naturally would suffice to lead me into my natural 

job, it is not necessarily easy to be natural For example a hoy who is a natural 

ballet dancer might fe el pressure from his society not to do what he feels like do

ing. 1\lly daughter used to say that her dream was to be a professional basketball 

pla~er, but that was not really her natural inclination-it was merely an ideal that 

soctety was presenting before her. When she failed to make the high school team, 

she was provided with an opportunity to get in touch with her true interests. Nor 

is the problem merely popular culture. To the extent that we are mentally un

health!, we are ~reoccupied with issues that prevent us from being genuinely re

s~onst:e. Somet.tmes, for example, people are so caught up in what they think 
will brmg them money or honor that they do not give themselves the leisure to 
follow their own true interests (e f. Apology 29d9-e3). · 

In the Apology Socrates claims to make people happy (36d9-10).25 He would 

not do so by making us virtuous, for he explicitly says that he does not know 

25 W< t' . tl "S ' l . · :s. s Vtew, 1at oc cates e aun, of course, ts an empty boast" (on the gcounds that 
Socrates ts tgnorant of the end of human life) (p.212) is out of keeping wit11 t11e tenor of the 
Apolof!.Y· So~rates is no empty boaster_. Even though Socrates cannot tell us what end to pursue, 
he n~ght sull make us happy by freemg us from pursuing artificially imposed ends and thereby 
allowmg us to follow our natural instincts. 

. Gould thinks that Socrates is equating his elenctic activity with happiness (p. 62). 111is view 
1s supporte.d by 1-pology 4.1c2-~, :"h~re Socrates says tl1at he would be immeasurably happy if he 
could contlnue h1s ~lenctlc acbvtty m Hades. But tl1e idea t11at eve¡_yone would be happy, if they 
a~ted as Socrates ?1d, seems patently cidiculous. Mozart would, no doubt, rather be making mu
ste .. ~o, the happmess that Socrates could give other people would be the resu/t of his elenctic 
a~tr:tty, rather than its actual perf~rmance. Socrates indicares that the goal of this activity is that 
hts mtedocutors bec.ome angry wtth themselves (Apology 23c8-d1). The happiness that he gives 
would have todo w1th what happens after tl1ey have become a.ng¡_y with themselves. (Note also 
that s.ocrates tells us that he has restrained his followers from engaging in elenctic activity [39d1]; 
thus, tf Gould were correct, Socrates would be restraining his followers from being happy.) 

Croce's ~uggestion th~t Soc~ates' happiness resembles the tra.nquil conscience of the person 
who fulfills hts proper dutxes (Sptegelberg, p.283) is not enough. In order to be better t11a.n pleas-
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ho w to convey virtue (Apology 20b8-c3). He merely goes about challenging peo

ple, saying, «Are you not ashamed to care for the acquisition of wealth and for 

reputation and honor, when you neither care nor take thought for sensibleness 

and truth and the perfection of your soul?" (Apology 29d9-e3). He indicates that 

his reason for doing so is to make people angry with themselves (Apology 23c8-

d1). If I become angry with myself for caring about trivial things, I have the op

portunity to break from my usual preoccupations, and I could thus be freed to 

follow my genuine feelings. To the extent that I succeed in doing so, I will de

velop channels in my soul toward the activity the mastery of which can give me 

the greatest happiness my nature can encompass. 

The role of justice when considered from the psychological principie of keep

ing one's appetites under control would thus be negative; it removes the preoc

cupations that prevent us from being genuinely responsive, and thereby frees us 

to respond with our natural feelings. Justice seen from the psychological point of 

view of keeping one's appetites under control frees us to be just according to the 

sociological principie of doing the job that comes naturally to us. For example 

someone stuck with an unrewarding job might have such a strong desire for se

curity that they would not be willing to quit their job and follow their true inter

ests. But, on the other hand, someone else might rather quit their job in the be

lief that from virtue comes money and all other good things for people (Apology 
30b3-4) and in the belief that no harm can cometo good people because they are 
not neglected by the gods (Apology 41c9-d3). 

~ VII. A Parallel with the Lysis and the Charmides 

The Lysis is also concemed with the happiness that can be found in pursuing 

one's natural bent. Socrates observes '"There is a certain possession that I have 

desired from my childhood, as all people do in their own ways. One person 

wants to get possession of horses, another dogs, another money, and anther 

honor (211d7-e1). While money and honor would be desired merely for the sake 

of property rights, the dialogue establishes a sense of ownership of an object as 

ure S~rates' happiness must have something positive about it--not merely the avoidance of the 
negabve. 

~eeve feels tl1at,. ~ecause Socrates' elenctic examinations can convince people of t11e truth of 
certam moral proposttlons, Socrates could not make people happy unless tl1ese propositions were 
true ("Soccates tl:e Apoll~ni~n?'' p.29). This is a non seqitur, because there might be some other 
aspect of Socratlc .exa.tnmal:l~n ~at makes people happy. In particular, I can be happy even 
though 1 hold certatn false behefs, tfi am led todo my natural job. 
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interacting masterfully with that object, and this type of ownership could be de
sired by those who desire to possess horses or dogs. 

At Lysis 21 ObS-6 Socrates says that if someone with a property right to some

thing gives that thing to someone who really understands it, the person with nn
derstanding owns the thing. The reason he owns it is said to be because he de

rives delight (6vao801) from it. óvaoea1 is usually translated here as 'derives ad

vantage', but that sense of the word is incompatible with the context. Lysis's fa
ther gives control of his horses to a hired servant, someone who knows about 

horses (208a5-6). Any advantage that the servant derives from the horses goes to 

Lysis's father; the reason that the servant must be given wages (208a7-b1) is that 

the advantages which he derives from interacting with the horses is not his own. 
Clearly the servant cannot be said to own the horses because of the advantage 

which he derives from them for someone else. But óvaoea1 can also mean 'derive 
delight'. Can we not say that it is the servant (rather than Lysis' father) who truly 

owns the horses, because of the delight he derives from interacting with them? 

Socrates is clearly referring to such extra-legal ownership, for the argument 

that culminates in the assertion that things belong to the person who under

stands them, tells us that a person who does not understand his horses will en

trust them to the person who does understand them. Even a very unsophisti
cated person can see the problem that no one wiii entrust a knowledgeable per

son with their horses if they think that person will cheat them out of their prop
erty. While the reader is carrying this problem with the text in one hand and 

turning pages with the other, Plato has Socrates say that the property in question 

will not belong to its legal owner. The only way to resolve this conflict is to see a 

new sense of ownership being introduced ownership in the sense that is caused 

by deriving delight The hired servant, who derives delight from the horses in a 

way that their ignorant legal owner cannot, can be thought of as having the 
horses belong to him in a way that they do not belong to their legal owner. The 

person who truly owns something is the person who has the delight of truly in
teracting with it. 

. Charmi~es 171e7-172a2 argues that those who do the work they understand 
will do thetr work well, and, doing well, will be happy. T. G. Tuckey sees this 

move as being sophistical, playing upon an ambiguity of eú TTpárre~v, two of 
whose meanings are 'to act well' and 'to fare well'. He claims that while there is a 

traditional identification of happiness with eú TTpárwv in the sense of faring well, 

the argume~t only establishes that someone who acts with understanding will act 

well He claims ~at ,~?e gap between these ~ senses of eÚ TTpánetv is unbridge
able because, while 1t may be that any acoon well executed does bring a feeling 
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of satisfaction to the doer," such a feeling could hardly be happiness.26 But the 

delight that constitutes ownership in the Lysis should not be dismissed as such a 

"feeling of satisfaction," for the satisfaction of having done well that Tuckey has 

in mind would be .experienced after one has completed one's task The person 

who experiences the delight that causes true ownership would be happy as he or 

she went about doing their work 

Hence the significance of Charmides' last definition of temperance: doing 

one's own business (Charmides 161b6). Those who limit their desires can be led to 

the business that they have desired since childhood, and interacting with that 

field's subject matter can give that delight which constitutes true ownership of 

the object. Just as this interaction with that which one understands is seen as 

producing happiness in the Charmides, and just as truly owning that which I un

derstand and have desired to "own" since childhood is seen as producing delight 

in the Lysis, being a master of the work that comes naturally to one is seen as 

producing happiness in the Repub/ic. 

VIII. Conclusion 

In order to defend the goodness of justice apart from the goodness of the fu

ture states of affairs to which it gives rise, Socrates needs to show that the irrune

diate effects of justice are better than pleasure and the immediate effects of injus
tice are worse than pain. While being a just person would eventually lead one to 

be a master of the craft that comes naturally to one, and while being an unjust 
person would teventually lead one to ruin one's soul and makes one's life not 

worth living, these would not be the immediate benefits of justice. The ímmediate 

benefit of justice would pertain merely to one's ímmediate situat:ion: are you go

ing to be in harmony with it, or are you going to follow sorne channel you have 

dug into your soul instead? The reason why mastering one' s craft is good is that it 

allows one to have moments of harmonious interaction, and the reason why let

t:ing one appetites rule one's soul is bad is that they cause one to respond me

chanically. There is something intrinsically good about being responsive to one' s 

situation and something intrinsically bad about being unresponsive. I do not want 
Hamlet to be justified in asking me "Have you eyes?" Being just allows us to be 

responsive to what is before us in the present moment. 

Thus Al Capp's Mamy Yokum got it about right: good is better than evil be

cause it's nicer. Plato is saying that what is nicer about justice is not its effect 

upon other people, but its effects upon the agent. I t entails the maximum of 

26 Tuckey, pp. 71-75. 
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harmonious responsiveness. Injustice, on the other hand, entails no responsive

ness at all: merely mechanically desiring the objects of appetites that one has de
sired in the past. 

People make the mistake of thinking that if they get this or if they get that 

then they will be happy. They don't know that happiness has to do with how one 

interacts with what one has. According to Socrates, the great king of Persia-a 

man who could get anything he wanted as long as it was within his kingdom--did 

not even have a pleasant life (Apology 40d2-e2). The way to find the most happi

ness is not to acquire the sort of things you can acquire with the ring of Gyges, 

but to follow your true feelings toward the craft that fits your nature and then 

make yourself a master of that craft, interacting with the material of that craft in 

your own beautiful way. In order to do this one must be just in the sense of mas

tering those competing appetites that tend to lead one toward their objects in
stead. 

George Washington University 
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